Functional lateralization of sensorimotor cortex in infants measured using multichannel near-infrared spectroscopy.
Multichannel near-infrared spectroscopy (MNIRS) was used for the functional imaging of the sensorimotor cortex of newborn infants during passive knee and elbow movement under sedated sleep. Contralateral knee and elbow movement caused a marked increase in the concentration of oxyhemoglobin ([oxyHb]) from the baseline values at site within the sensorimotor area in all infants. During ipsilateral knee and elbow movement, [oxyHb] showed smaller changes, equivalent to 64 ± 23 and 66 ± 28% of the changes that occurred with contralateral stimulation, respectively. The mean times corresponding to maximal changes in [oxyHb] were 16.1 ± 3.3 s for contralateral knee movement and 17.9 ± 5.7 s for contralateral elbow movement. No significant difference was noted between the mean latencies showing the maximal changes in [oxyHb] between contralateral and ipsilateral movement. There was a significant difference in the area and degree of response between the contralateral and ipsilateral movement. MNIRS could be a useful tool to understand the pathophysiology of the developing brain and monitor cortical responses in various clinical situations.